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ABSTRACT The reliable operation of an integrated circuit can be affected by environmental changes, such as
of multiple frequency electromagnetic (EM) disturbances and temperature variations. This paper compares
the performance of two oscillator circuits, namely a current-starved voltage controlled oscillator and a ring
oscillator integrated into a chip, in terms of their immunity to multitone direct power injection while under
the influence of thermal stress. The objective is to demonstrate by the means of measurements the synergistic
effect caused by multitone EM disturbances in a test chip, in contrast to the conventional single-tone EM
disturbances. Moreover, the multitone immunity levels of integrated blocks with different architectures but
similar functionality are analyzed at extreme temperature deviations. Bayesian networks (BN) are applied in
order to visualize the probability of circuit failure due to multitone disturbances and temperature influence.
Additionally, noisy-OR and improved-adaptive-recursive-noisy-OR (I-ARNOR) probabilistic models are
implemented to identify the types of causal interactions (i.e. inhibition and positive causality) between
multitone disturbances and to predict the probability of failure due to higher order multitone disturbances,
respectively.

INDEX TERMS Integrated circuit (IC), multitone EM disturbance, Bayesian network (BN), synergistic
effect, temperature deviation, noisy-OR, improved-adaptive-recursive-noisy-OR (I-ARNOR), inhibition,
positive causality.

I. INTRODUCTION
Current advancements in semiconductor technologies have
enabled designers to efficiently design integrated cir-
cuits (ICs) with increasingly improved performance [1].

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Diego Bellan .

These ICs have smaller volume, higher density, and increased
switching speed, which could result in system critical elec-
tromagnetic compatibility (EMC) issues due to radiation and
conduction [2], [3]. Currently, the conducted immunity of
ICs to electromagnetic interference (EMI) is usually evalu-
ated using direct power injection (DPI) of single-tone radio
frequency (RF) disturbances, following the guidelines of
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standards such as IEC 62132-4 [4]. The susceptibility profile
of ICs is determined based on the minimum power level that
is required at each frequency within a given RF range to cause
IC malfunction [5].

Due to the uncertain nature of the EM environment, the
probability of IC failure may vary depending on the frequen-
cies of the EMdisturbances, whichmay occur simultaneously
(i.e. multitone). In order to better emulate a real world EM
environment, multitone testing can be considered an integral
approach to characterize the immunity of non-linear ICs and
quantify the effects of inter-modulation [6].

The IEC 61000-4-3 [7] standard describes the benefits and
applications of multitone testing from the point of view of
reducing the overall testing duration. From a practical per-
spective, the major economic limitation of multitone immu-
nity analysis is the infinite number of possible single-tone
combinations that could be tested [8]. Additionally, technical
challenges such as the amplifier saturation and bandwidth of
the vector signal generators, limit the number of simultaneous
tones. Simulation tools complemented by predictive models
such as the noisy-ORmodel [9] and its descendants have been
discussed in [10], [11] to overcome some of these limitations.

Over the past years, researchers have focused on
characterizing the effect of single-tone EMI on spe-
cific ICs and extracting their susceptibility profiles
[12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. In addition, some authors’ work
aim to improve the application of EM susceptibility testing
methods and predict IC immunity through analytical mod-
elling and numerical simulation [17], [18], [19], [20]. The
significance of radiated and conducted multitone immunity
testing in reducing the cost and testing time has been dis-
cussed in [21], [22], [23]. Recent studies have also been
carried out to examine the EM susceptibility of ICs excited by
different interference waveforms [24]. In [10] and [11], sim-
ulation techniques and probabilistic models have been used
to characterize the combined effect of multitone interactions
for a test chip. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the
experimental characterization of multitone interactions at the
IC level has not been investigated.

Integrated oscillators are a crucial part of mixed-signal ICs
such as RF transceivers, phase-locked loops (PLL), etc., and
are indeed prone to conducted EMI, which affects their per-
formance characteristics [25]. Furthermore, faster transistor
switching in the oscillator’s inverter stages can significantly
increase junction temperatures and degrade its functional-
ity [26]. Stability against temperature variations and suscepti-
bility to multitone EM disturbances need considerable atten-
tion to ensure the reliable operation of an integrated oscillator.

The analysis of the EM immunity levels of a current-starved
voltage controlled oscillator (CSVCO) and a ring oscillator
(RO), was previously studied for multitone threats using
simulation [11]. In this paper, the existence of the three
different types of multitone causal interactions has been
experimentally verified for different levels of thermal stress.
Furthermore, the application of probabilistic models such as
the noisy-OR and the descendants of the recursive-noisy-OR

(RNOR) [27], i.e., the adaptive-RNOR (ARNOR) [28], and
the improved-ARNOR (I-ARNOR) [10], has been validated
for the prediction of three-tone failure probability from the
single and two-tone failure probability values at respective
extreme conditions.

The paper is arranged as follows. Section II describes the
custom designed IC and printed circuit board (PCB), as well
as discussing the robustness of the oscillators to temperature
variation. Section III outlines the multitone susceptibility test
setup, the test procedure, and the estimation of probability
of failure due to multitone EMI. The application of BN and
other probabilistic models to identify the causal interactions
between simultaneously occurring single-tone disturbances is
discussed in Section IV. Section V presents the experimen-
tal results for single and multitone EM disturbances under
extreme temperatures for both oscillators. The use of prob-
abilistic methods to predict the probability of EM failure
for higher order tones is outlined in Section VI. Finally, the
conclusions of this study are presented in Section VII.

II. CASE STUDY
This section describes the design of the oscillators that were
integrated into a custom IC and the design of a PCB for
conducted EM immunity testing. It is then followed by the
analysis of how temperature can affect the frequency of each
oscillator.

A. IC DESIGN DESCRIPTION
For this analysis, two conventional three-stage oscilla-
tors, a CSVCO and RO were selected. They were inte-
grated, among other circuits, into the 1.52 mm × 1.52 mm
PETER_ESEO research die [29], which was fabricated in
silicon-on-insulator (SOI) CMOS 180 nm 5 V technology
through the XFAB foundry. They were designed to have
matching aspect ratios and fixed output frequency values. The
design and layout of both circuits was implemented using
Cadence Virtuoso.

The die is surrounded by a core-limited padring that is pow-
ered by the global power supply (VDD). It consists of 52 pads
with P-MOS type electrostatic discharge (ESD) protection
structures to both the VDD and ground. Each oscillator has
an isolated power supply pad (VDDI ) and a single separate
ground, benefiting from SOI technology [30]. The output of
each oscillator is connected to an analog I/O pad with a pad
capacitance, and an ESD protection which will clamp the
generated signals that are not within the 0 V to 5.5 V range.

Both oscillators consist of three stage inverters to generate
a sinusoidal output signal. The main difference in their topol-
ogy is that the CSVCO has externally biased MOSFETs that
control the current provided to its delay stage. The biasing
supply (VC ) is connected to those MOSFETs, to reduce the
output power and maintain a wider frequency range [31].
On the contrary, for the RO, the output frequency is only
dependent on the delay cell stages and the voltage supply.
A buffer is added at the output stage of the RO to stabilize
the generated sinusoidal signal.
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FIGURE 1. 13 cm × 13 cm 4-layer FR-4 PCB design with a total thickness
of 1.6 mm: (a) top; (b) bottom. The trace length from each MMCX to the
DUT pin on the bottom layer is 47 mm. The remaining two middle layers
are used as ground planes. The thickness of each copper layer is 36 µm.

A 3-stage digital frequency divider (FD) circuit is added at
the output stage of each oscillator to reduce the fundamental
frequency of the generated signal [32]. The FD is powered by
the VDD, which is isolated from each oscillator’s individual
power supply and aids in monitoring the frequency at the
analog output pin without filtering effects due to package
parasitics.

The research die was packaged in a 64-pin ceramic quad
flat package (CQFP). All power supply and ground pads were
bonded to the package pins with spacing between them to
minimize the effect of mutual inductive coupling, that makes
it possible not only to inject more power into the supply pads
but also monitor high frequency signals.

B. PCB DESIGN DESCRIPTION
A 13 cm × 13 cm 4-layer FR-4 PCB was designed using
Altium Designer according to IEC 62132-4 [4] and manu-
factured through Eurocircuits as displayed in Fig 1 (a) and
(b). It was made sure that the PCB does not contain
non-essential circuitry (i.e. active or non-linear components)

that could overload the PCB and result in uncontrolled RF
behaviour [33]. This helps in measuring the immunity of the
IC-under-test only. All the isolated grounds of the IC were
connected to the global ground.

The bottom layer of the PCB includes the IC mounted
in the middle and several micro-miniature coaxial (MMCX)
through-hole female connectors to provide RF injection with
a characteristic impedance of 50 � covering a frequency
range from DC to 6 GHz (Fig. 1(b)). The reason to use
MMCX instead of the standard SMA connectors is due to
their smaller size, which makes it possible to test all IC pins
on the same PCB. The injection paths on the bottom layer
were placed radially in a circle to keep the distance between
the MMCX& the pin under test equal for all pins. They were
implemented as grounded co-planar wave-guides (GCPW);
the latter being the variation of the CPW trace, which is
usually preferred to a microstrip (MS) trace due to the field
confinement inside the PCB substrate [34], [35], was selected
to minimize the mutual coupling between the RF connectors
as well as the components in different layers.

As shown in Fig. 1 (a), the top layer is mounted with mul-
tiple RF decoupling networks comprising a surface mount 4-
pin male connector and a 470� resistor in series. The resistor
limits high power RF signals from being re-injected into the
IC or the oscilloscope. The connectors are routed to the IC
pin through MS and signal vias. The middle two layers serve
as a ground plane for the MS and the GCPW on the top and
bottom layers, respectively.

C. EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE VARIATION ON THE
INTEGRATED OSCILLATORS
Temperature variations can increasingly affect the perfor-
mance of CMOS based circuits such as oscillators. It can
affect the transconductance, mobility and the threshold
voltage of the CMOS transistors in the oscillator inverter
stage [36]. The device under test (DUT), (i.e. the IC integrated
on the PCB) is placed in a climatic chamber (Weiss Technik
WK180/40) with voltage biasing applied through high tem-
perature cables (Amphenol-RF 095-902-466-004).

While maintaining the nominal temperature for the DUT
at 25 ◦C, the output frequency of each oscillator at the output
pin (after the FD) was monitored through an oscilloscope
with 1 M� input impedance. To see the dependence of the
output frequency on temperature, the latter was increased
from −40 ◦C to 120 ◦C with 5 ◦C step size and an accuracy
of ±1 ◦C. Although the IC developed in SOI can withstand
temperatures up to 175 ◦C compared to the conventional bulk
CMOS technology [37], the mentioned range was selected as
it complies with the temperature limit of all the components
soldered on the PCB.

The variation of the output frequency with temperature
for the CSVCO and the RO are shown in Fig. 2. For both
oscillators the output frequency is inversely proportional to
temperature. The reason for this change in frequency is due
to the reduction of the mobility and the drain currents of the
MOSFETs in the inverter stage with rise in temperature [25].
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FIGURE 2. Measured frequency deviation as a function of temperature
for the CSVCO and RO.

TABLE 1. Measured output frequencies of the CSVCO & RO at nominal
and extreme temperatures.

The output frequencies for both oscillators (after the 3-stage
FD) at the output pins were recorded at nominal and extreme
temperatures as seen in Table 1. It was observed that the
deviation of output frequency from the nominal frequency
for the CSVCO and RO over the entire temperature range
was ±11.68% & ±20.06%, respectively. Subsequently, it is
deduced that the output frequency of CSVCO ismore resilient
to change in temperature compared to the RO. In the upcom-
ing sections it will be explained how the multi-tone EM
immunity of each oscillator can vary at extreme temperatures.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
This section introduces the hardware setup employed formul-
titone testing and proposes a generic multitone test procedure.
The relevant failure criterion along with its application to
calculate the probability of EMI failure is further explained.

A. MULTITONE TEST SETUP DESCRIPTION
The EM susceptibility experiment test bench includes a vec-
tor signal generator (R&S SMM100A), a signal & spec-
trum analyzer (R&S FSVA3044), a tracking DC regulated
power supply (KEYSIGHT E36313A), a bias-tee (ZFBT-
6GW+), an oscilloscope (R&S RTM3004), and a climatic
chamber (Weiss Technik WK180/40). The setup is depicted
in Fig. 3 (a). The vector signal generator was set in the arbi-
trary function mode, and was able to generate high order
multitone signals. The signal and spectrum analyzer was used
to monitor the generated multitone signal in the frequency
domain. The multitone disturbance was superimposed over

FIGURE 3. Multitone experiment (a) test setup (b) DUT inside climatic
chamber.

the 5 V provided by one of the DC power supply channels via
a bias-tee into the VDDI pin of each oscillator. The remaining
two channels of the power supply were connected to the VDD
and VC pins of the DUT with a constant voltage of 5 V
and 1.8 V, respectively. The VDD is the global supply which
powers the padring and the FD circuits in the IC. Both VDD
and VC supplies were completely isolated from the injected
EM disturbances. The DUT was placed inside the climatic
chamber (Fig. 3 (b)) and the output pin of the tested oscil-
lator was connected to the oscilloscope through 50 � high
temperature cables.

One, two and three tone EM disturbances were injected
into the DUTwith an initial phase randomly selected between
−180◦ to 180◦. The output of each oscillator was monitored,
for the input EM disturbances having the same random phase,
at ambient and at extreme temperatures. The oscillators under
study were susceptible to single-tone EM disturbances from
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100MHz to 1 GHz [29].Within this range a total of 10 single-
tone EMI frequencies were selected with a step size of
100 MHz. The number of frequencies selected for multitone
analysis were restricted in order to limit the computational
and test time. The maximum clock frequency of the vector
signal generator is 44 GHz but the bandwidth for generating
multitone EM disturbances, was limited to 600 MHz. Hence,
to cover the entire bandwidth under test, two sets of multitone
EM frequencies were chosen, which were S1 = [100 MHz to
600 MHz] & S2 = [500 MHz to 1 GHz]. The total number
of conditional probability distribution (CPD) entries required
for n frequencies is 2n. Furthermore, the total number of
non-repeating combinations for multitones up to order r is
given by C(n, r) [11].
A total of 29 two-tone and 40 three-tone cases were

obtained from combinations of the 10 selected frequencies
as shown in Table 3 (see Section VI). All combinations of
EM disturbances were applied to each oscillator indepen-
dently at temperatures of −40 ◦C, 25 ◦C, and 120 ◦C. The
injected power of each tone was kept constant at 10 dBm to
limit the overall combinations of multi-tones. The selected
power was theminimum level at which both oscillators exhib-
ited an observable change in the frequency of the output
signal.

B. TEST PROCEDURE
This section proposes a realistic and generic test procedure
for the multitone EM susceptibility analysis. The flowchart
is presented in Fig. 4. Prior to initiating the multitone test,
it has to be checked that the DUT is operating under nominal
conditions and generating a stable output signal. The proce-
dure steps are the following:

1) Choose the number of single-tone EM frequency sam-
ples within the susceptibility range of the DUT and
assign a power step in dBm.

2) Select the injected power assigned to each single-tone
EM disturbance sample.

3) Select the number of multitone EM disturbances (e.g.
2 / 3 / 4 etc.) to be applied to the DUT.

4) Generate the mutlitone EM disturbance combinations
according to C(n, r).

5) Select the dwell time in which the output signal stabi-
lizes and then inject the multitone EM disturbance into
the specific supply or I/O pin.

6) Monitor & record the specific parameters of the output
signal (i.e. frequency, DC offset, peak-to-peak voltage
etc.) and compare it with the relevant failure criterion.

7) Increase the number of combinations of multitone EM
disturbances. If all combinations are assessed, then go
to the next step.

8) Increment the power level of all the single-tone EM
disturbances. Restart the process until the maximum
power is reached.

9) At maximum power limit, save all input frequencies
and output signal parameters & end the test.

FIGURE 4. Flowchart of the single-tone (r = 1) and multitone (r > 1)
immunity test procedure.

C. APPLICATION OF FAILURE CRITERION ON MULTITONE
MEASUREMENTS
The operating frequency of an oscillator is conventionally
used to evaluate its performance with respect to the injec-
tion of single-tone EM disturbances [38]. However, stability
parameters such as the peak-to-peak voltage and the mean
DC offset could also be used to characterize the conducted
immunity of oscillators [39]. In this paper, to determine the
performance of each circuit, the frequency observed at the
output pin was monitored while being subjected to single and
multitone EM disturbances under the influence of thermal
stress. The failure criterion is the relative frequency deviation
of ±5% from the nominal output frequencies of the CSVCO
& RO, at nominal and extreme temperatures (Table 1). The
tolerance limit is similar to industrial standards, which helps
in characterizing the immunity of a VCO due to fluctuations
in supply voltage [40].
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FIGURE 5. Three-tone input spectrum with injected power of 10 dBm at
frequency [500, 600, 700 MHz].

All the EMImeasurements were recorded for a time-period
of 6 µs. A dwell time of 30 s was selected as the dura-
tion between two consecutive injected EM disturbances. That
makes it possible for the tested oscillator to stabilize and
reach its nominal operating frequency. The fast Fourier trans-
form (FFT) was applied to measure the output frequency of
the oscillators at discrete time steps (window size of 40 ns)
over the steady-state period (6 µs).
In [11], it was demonstrated that the output response of

each oscillator was different for the same injected EM dis-
turbance. To illustrate how multitone EM disturbance can
vary the output frequency of the CSVCO & RO, different
cases were considered. For example, Fig. 5 displays the
input frequency spectrum of the three-tone EM disturbance
at 500 MHz, 600 MHz, and 700 MHz injected into the VDDI
pin of the DUT. The vector signal generator was connected
to the signal and spectrum analyzer to observe this specific
waveform. It was verified that the injected power level of
each tone was constant at 10 dBm by taking into account the
1.5 dB attenuation caused by the high temperature cables.
Other peaks, due to intermodulation within the generator,
were also observed in the input spectrum but were considered
negligible since their power levels were less than −30 dBm.
Fig. 6 (a) shows the measured output response in the fre-

quency domain of the CSVCO at 25 ◦C. It corresponds to
the same input frequency spectrum as observed in Fig. 5.
It is clearly seen that the highest frequency peak was shifted
to 59.2 MHz from the nominal frequency of the CSVCO
which is 62.5 MHz. The injected three-tone EM disturbances
were observed at 500 MHz, 600 MHz, and 700 MHz but
with power levels lower than that of the nominal frequency
of 59.2 MHz. To apply the failure criterion, the frequency
with the highest individual power was considered as the true
shift in frequency for all tests. In this case, the CSVCO does
not fail as the output frequency is still within the tolerance
limit of ±5%. Moreover, other inter-modulating frequencies
were also observed in the output spectrum but with negligible
power levels.

FIGURE 6. Measured output frequency of the CSVCO at 25 ◦C due to
three-tone EM disturbance (a) [500, 600, 700 MHz]; (b) [100, 200,
600 MHz].

Another example displays the output spectrum of the
CSVCO with a three-tone EM disturbance of 100 MHz,
200 MHz and 600 MHz (Fig. 6 (b)). In this case, the nominal
frequency was shifted to 54.32 MHz and was outside the
tolerance limit of±5%, thus, resulting in the CSVCO failure
due to EMI. However, it was noted that the power level of
600MHz is higher than that of 54.32MHz by 8.83 dB. Hence,
the output frequency is being locked to one of the frequencies
of the injected multitone EM disturbance making the CSVCO
very susceptible. Although in both cases the circuit is failing,
the latter case shows the true shift in frequency from which
the probability of failure can be acquired. Interestingly, it is
observed that inter-modulating frequency of 500 MHz has a
higher power than the remaining two (100 MHz & 200 MHz)
injected EM disturbances. This is due to the injected
EM disturbances being out of phase and cancelling each
other.

The failure criterion is applied for each time-step in
the steady state period, allowing the probability of EMI
failure to be calculated by dividing the number of time
steps with failure by the total number of time steps. For
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FIGURE 7. Steady-state output frequency of the RO at −40 ◦C, for
two-tone EM disturbance [500, 900 MHz] (probability of failure = 0.6955).

example, the failures due to two-tone EM disturbance at
500 MHz and 900 MHz are visualized in Fig. 7 for the
RO at −40 ◦C, where the dashed lines represent the ±5 %
tolerance. In this case, the output frequency under EMI is
found to be beyond the tolerance at several instances from
the nominal frequency of 117.4 MHz. Hence, the probability
of EMI failure using the measurement data, PM is calculated
as 0.6955.

IV. APPLICATION OF BAYESIAN NETWORK
The use of a probabilistic graphical model called Bayesian
network (BN) has been discussed for two main purposes in
this paper, which are:

1) to facilitate the probability estimation of an IC failure
due to EMI, when being operated in its system environ-
ment at a given temperature;

2) to be able to predict the probability of EMI failure due
to the untested combinations of multitone disturbances.

The former can be achieved by combining the following
probability values:

• P(F): the probability of an EM disturbance (F), occur-
ring in the system environment. Where, F is a set con-
sisting of n different single-tones, {F1,F2, . . . ,Fn} that
can occur in the system environment;

• P(T ): the probability of the operating temperature (T );
• P(E| F,T ): the conditional probability of EMI fail-
ure (E) due to a given EM disturbance at a given
operating temperature.

The graphical representation of a generic BN model that
can be applied to combine the above probability entries is dis-
cussed in Section IV. A. Further, for a simple example, first,
the conditional probability of EMI failure due to two-tone dis-
turbance is predicted from single-tone failure probabilities,
then, using the estimated CPD value the probability query of
an IC failure due to a specific two-tone EM disturbance at a
given temperature in its system environment is estimated in
Section IV. B.

FIGURE 8. Bayesian network structure to map the influence of
temperature and the causal effect of multitone EM disturbances on IC
failure.

A. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION
In the BN shown in Fig. 8, {F,T ,E} are considered as node
variables. Such that,T is assumed to have three possible states
{t1, t2, t3} corresponding to operating temperatures {−40 ◦C,
25 ◦C, 120 ◦C}. For each node variableFi ∈ F (where i= 1 to
n), two possible states {fi, f̄i} are assumed, that denote their
occurrence, i.e., present or absent respectively. Similarly, the
node variable E is also considered to have two-states {e, ē}
that correspond to failure and no failure, respectively.

The directed edges in the BN depict the causal influence,
i.e., from temperature and the EM disturbances on the IC
failure using the directed edges T → E , and Fi → E , for
Fi ∈ F . Hence, by using the chain rule [41], the factorization
for the joint probability distribution of the variables in the BN,
which is also the probability of IC failing due to EMI in its
system environment, is given by:

P(E, F,T ) = P(E| F,T )× P(T )×
∏
Fi∈F

P(Fi) (1)

However, in order to answer all possible probability queries
using (1), the BN needs to be complete. This is the case
only if each node variable is assigned with a CPD table that
consists of probability entries corresponding to each variable
state conditioned on the Cartesian product of the states of
its parent node variables (i.e., the nodes from which directed
edges originate). Hence, the CPD table of the node variable E
has to be filled with 31 × 210 = 3072 conditional probability
entries. However, as already mentioned in Section III. A, the
probability entries corresponding to just 79 combinations (10
single-tones, 29 two-tones and 40 three-tones) of the total 210

multitone combinations are known for all three temperature
states. To account for the missing entries, the use of deter-
ministic CPD functions introduced in [10] will be discussed
further in Section IV. B. The use of a deterministic CPD
function for node E in the BN is denoted by a double-line
notation in Fig. 8.

Remaining node variables of the BN, i.e., T and F do
not have any parents (i.e., the nodes having no incoming
directed edges), hence, the CPD table for each node reduces
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to a marginal probability distribution (MPD) as shown in
Fig. 8. It should be noted from the probability distribution of
node T , that a higher probability value is assumed for the IC
operating in the ambient temperature, when compared to the
extreme temperatures. This is based on the assumption that
the temperature of the target system environment is mostly
ambient and rarely extreme. On the other hand, the MPDs
of all node variables in set F are considered uniform, based
on the assumption that the EM disturbances with frequencies
corresponding to variables in F occurring in the target system
environment are usually unknown. Nevertheless, the CPDs
for T and F can be provided by collecting statistical data or
by simply relying on expert knowledge of the system.

B. DETERMINISTIC CPD FUNCTIONS
When a BN is used to map multiple causes of a single
effect (like the BN shown in Fig. 8), the number of proba-
bility entries required to complete the CPD table increases
exponentially with the number of parent nodes. The elicita-
tion of such large number of conditional probability entries
could become impracticable for many real-world applica-
tions, including the current investigation of estimating the IC
failure probability due to multitone EM disturbances.

To avoid the exhaustive elicitation of probability entries
in the CPD table for E , deterministic functions for the con-
ditional probabilities P(E| T , F) can be used [10]. The
description of three different deterministic CPD functions,
namely the noisy-OR, which is based on causal indepen-
dence assumptions between multiple causes [27], [41], and
its descendants the ARNOR and the I-ARNOR, which inherit
the noisy-OR model and any known dependence information
to estimate the CPD entries, is provided in [10]. Including
the influence of T , the probability of an IC failure due to the
multitone disturbance can be estimated using the noisy-OR
CPD expression as:

PN (e| f̃ ,T ) = 1− {(1− λ0)
∏

Fi=fi∈f̃

(1− PM (e| fi,T ))} (2)

where e is simply the evidence of failure, i.e., E = e, f̃
indicates the assignment of a respective state for each of the
n variables in set F, e.g., if n = 5, then for a three-tone
disturbance {F1,F2,F4}, f̃ = {f1, f2, f̄3, f4, f̄5}. As a shorthand,
for rest of this paper, only the frequencies that are present
(i.e., Fi = fi) are included in f̃ . So, for the previous example,
f̃ = {f1, f2, f4}. In (2), PM (e| Fi,T ) are the failure probabil-
ities for single-tone EMI obtained from measurements and
λ0 represents the probability of failure in the absence of EMI
(assumed to be zero).

Ideally, in the absence of EMI, i.e., when f̃ = ∅, the
individual impact of temperature T on the IC failure due to
EMI is considered to be constant with time. From Table 1,
it can noted that at extreme temperatures (T = t1 or t3) the
output frequencies are not within the the tolerable limits and
vice versa for ambient temperature (t2). Hence, P(e| f̃ , t1) =
P(e| f̃ , t3) = 1.0 and P(e| f̃ , t2) = 0.0.

As an example of using the noisy-OR CPD function, the
probability of EMI failure of RO given T = t1 (−40 ◦C) due
to a two-tone disturbance, f̃ = {f1, f2}, where node variables
{F1,F2} correspond to frequencies {100, 200} MHz respec-
tively is calculated using (2) as:

PN (e| f̃ , t1) = 1− {(1− 0)× (1− PM (e| f1, t1))

×(1− PM (e| f2, t1))} = 1

−{1× (1− 0.282)× (1− 0.951)} = 0.965

(3)

Further, to calculate the probability of EMI failure due to
two-tone disturbance, f̃ = {f1, f2} in the system environment
at a temperature, T = t1, the result of noisy-ORCPD function
from (3) and the MPDs of P(t1), P(fi) and P(f̄j) are used in (1)
as:

P(E = e,F = f̃ ,T = t1)

= PN (e| f̃ , t1)× P(t1)×
∏
fi∈f̃

P(fi)×
∏
f̄j∈f̃

P(f̄j)

= 0.965× 0.1× 0.52 × 0.58 = 9.423× 10−5 (4)

where P(fi), for i = 1, 2 and P(f̄j), for j = 3 to 10 are proba-
bility of the EM disturbances present and absent in the system
environment, respectively. Since, the system environment is
unknown,P(fi) =P(f̄j) = 0.5.Which in addition to the assump-
tion of a low probability for extreme temperature P(t1) = 0.1,
has reduced the probability of EMI causing failure in sys-
tem environment significantly. Similarly, if the CPD value
of P(e| f̃ , t1) is taken from measurements, i.e., if PM (e| f̃ , t1)
from Table 4, RO at -40 ◦C for {100, 400}MHz is used in (4),
then P(e, f̃ , t1) further reduces to 8.1112×10−5. Several such
probabilistic queries can be answered using the BN shown in
Fig. 8. Other deterministic CPD functions that can be used in
the BN for more accurate predictions of the multitone failure
CPD entries is discussed in Section VI.

C. IDENTIFICATION OF CAUSAL INTERACTIONS
Using the noisy-OR expression given in (2), the probability
of IC failure due to two-tone and three-tone EM disturbances
that were considered in measurements are calculated with
independence assumptions. The probability values obtained
using the measurement data, PM (as previously discussed in
Section III. C), and the causal independence assumptions, PN
are provided in Tables 4 and 5 (see Section VI), for some of
the two-tone and three-tone examples, respectively. Based on
the degree of synergy, DoS [10], which is calculated by:

DoS = 100

[
PM (e| f̃ ,T )− PN (e| f̃ ,T )

PN (e| ˜f ,T )

]
(5)

all the multitone disturbances are classified into the three
types of causal interactions, namely: synergy (DoS > 0) and
asynergy or inhibition (DoS < 0). Note that for some mul-
titone combinations, e.g., for the two-tone frequencies (in
MHz) {100, 200} (CSVCO at 120 ◦C), theDoS is greater than
100 (approximately, 9.99 × 105). This occurs mainly when
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either one or more of the single-tones in the multitone com-
bination has no failures, but there is a probability of failure
observed from the corresponding multi-tone measurement.
For instance, using the previous example of two-tone combi-
nation {100, 200}, PM (e| f̃ = {100}) = PM (e| f̃ = {200}) =
0.0001), whereas (PM (e| f̃ = {100, 200}) = 1.0). Several
other examples of DoS greater and less than zero are given in
Tables 4 and 5. A detailed discussion on the observed propor-
tion of causal interaction types for two distinct oscillators at
different temperatures is described in the next section.

The second main purpose of applying the BN for multi-
tone immunity analysis is for its ability to use determinis-
tic CPD functions to predict the CPD of IC failure even if
probability entries of several combinations of multitone dis-
turbances are missing. In Section VI, the verification will be
done by estimating themean prediction error of the noisy-OR,
PN ARNOR, PA and I-ARNOR, PI deterministic functions,
when compared to the probability of IC failure estimated
using measurement PM .

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For injected single-tone EMI frequencies greater than
600 MHz at 10 dBm power level, there were fewer failures
for both oscillators at ambient and extreme temperatures. It is
deduced that the combined effect of the CQFP package and
the capacitance of the input pad results in filtering effects,
hence, attenuating the power of higher injected frequencies.
Furthermore, for all measurement results, no clamping by the
ESD structures in the padring was observed at the output pin.
The reason for that is the injected power level of 10 dBm for
all single and multitone EM frequencies being insufficient
to trigger the ESD structures. For calculation purposes, the
absence of failure is considered 0.0001 (shown in Table 3
as 0.0), whereas the certainty of failure is considered 0.999
(shown in Table 3 as 1.0).

Inhibition interactions are less of a concern to the
multi-tone EM immunity of an IC due to the cancelling effect
of inter-modulations. Conversely, interactions with positive
causality, either synergy or asynergy, are significant as they
increase the probability of EMI failure. This section describes
about the comparison and analysis of the multitone EM
immunity of each tested oscillator under the influence of
thermal stress.

A. MULTITONE IMMUNITY ANALYSIS AT AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE: CSVCO VS. RO
From a risk perspective, interactions between multitone dis-
turbances that are identified as synergistic or asynergistic
should be assessed further, especially if multitone distur-
bance is likely in the intended system environment where the
IC is functioning. The interaction types of 29 two-tone and
40 three-tone combinations are displayed for the CSVCO &
RO at 25 ◦C, −40 ◦C, and 120 ◦C from Fig. 9 to Fig. 14.
Relevant information that need to be considered before ana-
lyzing all multitone interaction plots (ambient and extreme
temperatures) are as follows:

• For all inhibition interactions, the magnitude of DoS is
less than or equal to 100.

• The y-axis is represented in logarithmic scale in order
to highlight the extreme deviations in magnitude of DoS
caused by synergistic interactions.

• The rise in the number of two and three-tone noise sam-
ples corresponds to the increase in the frequency of the
EM disturbances.

• The dashed vertical line located in themiddle of the plots
represents the transition in multitone EMI frequencies
from S1 ([100 MHz - 600 MHz]) to S2 ([500 MHz -
1 GHz]).

To start with, the CSVCO subjected to two-tone EM dis-
turbances at ambient temperature was analyzed (Fig. 9 (a)).
It was noticed that most synergistic interactions occur within
S1 frequency set. The magnitude of DoS corresponding to
these synergy points is substantially greater than 100, imply-
ing that the probability of EMI failure due to two-tone is
much higher than the individual single-tone. Moreover, such
a very highDoSmeans that the new output frequency is being
locked to one of the sub-harmonics of the injected multitone
EMI. Inhibition interactions are observed mostly for higher
frequency combinations (S2) with themagnitude ofDoS close
to 100. This indicates that the probability of EMI failure due
to two-tone is marginally lower than single tone.

The behavior of causal interactions for three-tone EM dis-
turbance (Fig. 9 (b)) is essentially similar to two-tone except
that the number of inhibition interactions have increased in
both S1 & S2. Moreover, all inhibition noise samples in S1
have their respective magnitude of DoS dropped to 0. This
is the result of higher order tones causing a rise in inter-
modulation effects, hence, eliminating the impact of each
other. Consequently, the probability of EMI failure due to
higher order disturbances tends to be significantly lower than
that of the individual single-tones. No asynergistic interac-
tions were exhibited by the CSVCO at ambient temperature
for two and three-tone EM disturbances, meaning that all
positive causality interactions are causally dependent.

In contrast, the RO shows a distinct behavior to two and
three-tone EM disturbances (Fig. 10 (a) and (b)). All possible
multitone interactions (i.e synergy, asynergy & inhibition)
were monitored over the entire frequency range (S1 & S2).
The magnitude ofDoS for all synergistic interactions is lower
by the order of 102 when compared to the CSVCO. This
conveys that the output frequency is not always locked to
the injected two-tone EMI. In contrast to the CSVCO, all of
the inhibition interactions for two and three-tone EM distur-
bances for the RO are close to 100.

Further evaluation of multitone immunity for the RO at
ambient temperature shows that, by increasing the number
of tones from two to three, the proportion of asynergy type
interactions tend to increase for both frequency sets S1 and S2.
Thus, reducing the inhibition and synergy type interactions.
This signifies that the probability of EMI failure rises with the
increase in the number of simultaneous disturbances (due to
increase in asynergistic proportion). However, approximation
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FIGURE 9. Observed causal interactions of CSVCO at ambient
temperature: (a) two-tone; (b) three-tone.

in such cases using the noisy-OR model serves as a conser-
vative approach.

B. MULTITONE IMMUNITY ANALYSIS AT EXTREME
TEMPERATURES: CSVCO VS. RO
In Section II. C, it was demonstrated that the output frequency
of both oscillators was inversely proportional to the surge in
temperature whereas the frequency of the CSVCO was more
resilient to temperature changes compared to the RO. In this
section, the multitone EM immunity of the CSVCO and RO
is characterized including the effect of temperature variation.

The interaction types associated to two and three-tone EMI
for CSVCO at −40 ◦C are illustrated in Fig. 11 (a) and
(b), respectively. At the minimum temperature, the overall
synergistic interactions were increased and shifted to higher
frequencies (S1 to S2), specifically for three-tone EM distur-
bances. However, the respective magnitude of DoS for syn-
ergy points at lower frequencies (S1) is substantially reduced.
The DoS for higher frequencies (S2) has remained unaf-
fected by temperature. Consequently, the inhibition interac-
tions are reduced when increasing the order of tones from
two to three with the DoS always being greater than 0. These
results demonstrate that the CSVCO is truly susceptible to

FIGURE 10. Observed causal interactions of RO at ambient temperature:
(a) two-tone; (b) three-tone.

multi-tone EM disturbances at−40 ◦C. Only one asynergistic
point was detected in S1 for two-tone EMI, implying that the
reduction in temperature does not primarily change the type
of positive causality for the CSVCO.

When analyzing the effect of multitone EM disturbances
on the RO at−40 ◦C (Fig. 12 (a) & (b)), the inhibition interac-
tions are relatively higher than previously noticed at ambient
temperature. Synergistic interactions were less frequent and
shifted to higher frequencies S2. No asynergistic interactions
were monitored for all multitone EMI corresponding to the
RO at that temperature. In divergence to the CSVCO, the
RO was found to be more immune to multitone EM distur-
bances at −40 ◦C. Moreover, the asynergistic interactions
tend to diminish for the RO with the decrease in tempera-
ture. For both oscillators, a shift from low to high frequency
for synergistic interactions was observed while lowering the
temperature. Since both oscillators have different topology,
the observed shift in frequency could be due to the effect of
the package, the I/O pad capacitance, and the FD circuit at
minimum temperature.

Fig. 13 (a) and (b) represents the causal interactions of the
CSVCO at maximum temperature. The number of synergistic
interactions was significantly increased in S1 with the rise in
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FIGURE 11. Observed causal interactions of CSVCO at −40 ◦C:
(a) two-tone; (b) three-tone.

temperature. Although, the DoS for the synergy points has
reduced and no shift in frequency is noticed for either two
or three-tone EMI. With the increase in number of tones,
inhibitions tend to decrease, meaning that inter-modulation
effects result in positive causality.

The RO also has more synergistic interactions at the ele-
vated temperature due to two and three-tone EMI as seen in
Fig. 14 (a) and (b), respectively. Moreover, the magnitude
of DoS of synergy points has lowered in S1 with no visible
shift in frequencies. Interestingly, most asynergistic interac-
tions were shifted from S2 to S1. For higher EM multitone
frequencies (S2), nearly all interactions are inhibition with a
constantDoS close to 100. It can be outlined that at maximum
temperature the probability of failure due to multitone EMI
increases for both oscillators, being more pronounced for the
CSVCO. The RO was found to be more immune compared to
the CSVCO at 120 ◦C.

C. COMPARISON OF CAUSAL INTERACTION
PROPORTIONS: CSVCO VS. RO
The proportions of causal interaction types for the CSVCO&
RO as a result of two and three-tone EM disturbances (nomi-
nal and extreme temperatures) are compiled in Fig. 15 (a) and

FIGURE 12. Observed causal interactions of RO at −40 ◦C: (a) two-tone;
(b) three-tone.

(b), respectively. For two-tone EMI at 25 ◦C, the inhibition
interactions are 6% higher for the CSVCO in comparison
to the RO. Furthermore, by observing the positive causality,
the RO has 10% higher asynergy interaction points and 4%
lower synergy interactions than the CSVCO. That observa-
tion shows that the probability of failure due to two-tone
EM disturbance at ambient temperature for the RO is slightly
lower than the CSVCO due to having a higher overall positive
causality.

When evaluating the temperature effect for two-tone EMI
on both oscillators (Fig. 15 (a)), the multitone EM immu-
nity of the CSVCO is drastically affected. At −40 ◦C, the
inhibition proportions for the CSVCO were reduced by 20%,
while raised by 11% for the RO when compared to ambient
temperature. Additionally, at that temperature, the inhibition
for the RO was 31% higher than the CSVCO. Unlike the
CSVCO where the two-tone EM immunity was deteriorated,
the RO had improved immunity at −40 ◦C.

Compared to ambient temperature, for two-tone EMI at
120 ◦C, the proportion of inhibition was reduced by 10% and
4% for the CSVCO and RO, respectively. When comparing
both oscillators, the synergy interactions of the CSVCO were
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FIGURE 13. Observed causal interactions of CSVCO at 120 ◦C:
(a) two-tone; (b) three-tone.

7% higher than the RO, while their inhibition proportions
were equivalent at the highest temperature. Consequently at
120 ◦C, the probability of failure of the CSVCO was found
to be higher to two-tone EMI than the RO.

For three-tone EMI at ambient temperature (Fig. 15 (b))
the proportion of inhibition interactions for the CSVCO was
16% higher than the RO. Additionally, the asynergical points
were 18% lower for the CSVCO compared to the RO. At the
nominal conditions, the probability of failure for multitone
EM disturbance is lower for CSVCO than RO. This is due to
the architecture of the CSVCO, as themultitone RF signal ini-
tially disturbs the biasing transistors before eventually reach-
ing the inverter stage. When increasing the tones from two to
three, the inhibition interactions rise by 5% for the CSVCO
whereas it drops by 5% for the RO. For the CSVCO the, inter-
modulation frequencies are cancelling each other out leading
to inhibition, while they increase the positive causality for the
RO.

Similarly to two-tone, for three-tone EMI at extreme tem-
peratures, the CSVCO ismore prone to failure. In comparison
to ambient temperature, at −40 ◦C, the synergistic propor-
tions increase considerably by 33% for the CSVCO, while
reducing by 18% for the RO. At that temperature, the RO has

FIGURE 14. Observed causal interactions of RO at 120 ◦C: (a) two-tone;
(b) three-tone.

significantly higher (63%) inhibition points than the CSVCO.
Moreover, by raising the temperarure to 120 ◦C, for three-
tone EMI, the synergistic interactions for the RO and CSVCO
increase by 17% and 38%, respectively. Nevertheless, the
synergistic points of the RO are 23% less than those of the
CSVCO at maximum temperature. That clearly suggests that
at extreme temperatures the RO is more resilient to multi-tone
EMI compared to the CSVCO.

To summarize, the multitone EM immunity of a CSVCO
and RO was experimentally compared and analyzed. The
differences in the proportion of interaction types between
both oscillators demonstrate that the EMI performance can
vary depending on their design and architecture. At nominal
temperature the CSVCO was found to be less susceptible to
two and three-tone EMI than the RO. With the rise in the
order of tones, the inter-modulation effects cause an increase
in the proportion of inhibition interactions for the CSVCO
while raising the positive causality for the RO. At extreme
temperatures, the probability of failure for the RO due to
multi-tone EMI is lower than the CSVCO. This means that
even though the output frequency of the CSVCO was more
resilient to temperature changes compared to the RO (see
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FIGURE 15. Comparison of proportion of interaction types of the CSVCO
and RO caused by multitone EM disturbance with the added effect of
temperature: (a) two-tone; (b) three-tone.

Section II. C), it is still more susceptible to multitone EM
disturbances under thermal stress.

VI. PREDICTION ACCURACY OF DETERMINISTIC CPD
FUNCTIONS
The deterministic CPD functions discussed in Section IV to
predict the probability of multitone disturbances are verified
by comparing the estimated probability values correspond-
ing to the 40 three-tone EM disturbances considered for this
study. As the verification is done both for CSVCO and RO
at all three temperatures, the generality of the reliability of
deterministic CPD functions is also verified.

1) NOISY-OR
Noisy-ORCPD functions are purely based on the causal inde-
pendence assumptions, and moreover, the expression uses
only the failure probabilities of single-tones to predict multi-
tone failure probabilities. Which means, having a low value
of prediction error, i.e., PM − PN for three-tone disturbances

TABLE 2. Summary of the prediction accuracy of deterministic CPD
functions for the IC failures due to three-tone EMI.

will indicate that the independence assumptions are true.
However, taking the mean prediction error for all 40 known
three-tone disturbances into account, it was observed that the
noisy-OR prediction is in general, not very reliable. This is
because, for some combinations, e.g., for CSVCO at−40 ◦C,
the independence assumptions are not valid, hence leading to
a higher standard deviation of 0.44. At higher temperatures,
e.g., for CSVCO at 120 ◦C, where 68% of the combinations
are of the synergistic type, the noisy-ORCPD function under-
estimates the probability of failure.

2) ARNOR AND I-ARNOR
The expressions of the deterministic functions of ARNOR
and I-ARNOR that were used in [10], were modified in
this paper to include the temperature effects, and are given
in (7) and (8) respectively. Both ARNOR and I-ARNOR are
descendants of the noisy-OR model and are based on the
recursive-noisy-OR (RNOR) expression given in (6). The
deterministic CPD functions of RNOR (PR), ARNOR (PA)
and I-ARNOR (PI ), including the temperature node variable
T , as shown in Fig. 8, are given as:

PR(e| f̃ ,T )

=



PM (e| f̃ ,T ),
if available

1−
r−1∏
k=0

[
1− PR(e| f̃ ,T \ {ck+1})

1− PR(e| f̃ ,T \ {ck+1, cmod (k+1,r)+1})

]
,

otherwise
(6)
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TABLE 3. Probability of the EMI failure of CSVCO and RO due to single-tone disturbances.

TABLE 4. Probability of the EMI failure due to two-tone disturbances.

PA(e| f̃ ,T )

=



PM (e| f̃ ,T ),

if available and, f̃ ,T : positive causality

PN (e| f̃ ,T ),

if PM (e| f̃ ,T ) is available and,

f̃ ,T : inhibition

PR(e| f̃ ,T )

otherwise

(7)

PI (e| f̃ ,T )

= PR(e| f̃ ,T )

[
1+

0.01
m

m∑
i=1

DoSm

]
. (8)

The invalidity of RNOR to predict multitone failure prob-
ability has already been discussed in [10], hence is not dis-
cussed in this paper. Note that, when using the I-ARNOR
CPD function given in (8), the weighting parameter DoSm
corresponding to any multitone interaction of type synergy
and asynergy is considered as 0.
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TABLE 5. Probability of the EMI failure due to three-tone disturbances.

The mean prediction error and standard deviation values
obtained by applying the CPD functions in (7) and (8), for the
40 known three-tone disturbances are summarized in Table 2.
In general, lower mean prediction error and standard devia-
tion are observed for I-ARNORmodel when compared to the
ARNOR and the noisy-OR model. Even for the two excep-
tional cases where the noisy-OR has a relatively lower mean
prediction error than I-ARNOR, i.e., for CSVCO at −40 ◦C
and RO at 120 ◦C, the respective standard deviation is still
relatively higher for the noisy-OR. For almost all cases except
(CSVCO at 120 ◦C) the I-ARNOR has lower mean prediction
error and slightly lower or higher standard deviation when
compared to the ARNOR model. This implies the signifi-
cance of using the mean DoS [10] for more accurate results.
Consequently, this verifies the general prediction capabil-
ity of the I-ARNOR deterministic CPD function limited to
third-tone EMI failure probability. Additional verification of
higher-order multitone EM disturbances is however consid-
ered for future work.

To illustrate the possible frequency combinations,
the associated probability of failures, the DoS, and the

interaction proportions (i.e. synergy (S), asynergy (A),
and inhibition (I)) of the CSVCO & RO at −40 ◦C,
25 ◦C, and 120 ◦C are included in Tables 3, 4, & 5
for single-tone, two-tone and three-tone EM disturbances,
respectively.

VII. CONCLUSION
The conducted immunity of two SOI integrated oscillators,
i.e. CSVCO & RO, was studied when exposed to multi-
tone EM disturbances and temperature variations. The anal-
ysis reveals that positive causality (mainly due to synergy
or causal dependence) can increase the probability of cir-
cuit failure in comparison to single-tone EMI. A generalized
multitone EM immunity measurement procedure was also
proposed for checking different combinations of multitone
frequencies and power levels. By considering the output fre-
quency as the failure criterion all possible causal interactions
(i.e inhibition, asynergy, and synergy) were monitored for the
studied oscillators, varying the probability of failure due to
multitone EMI.
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At ambient temperature (25 ◦C), the performance of
the CSVCO was found to outperform the RO due to the
slightly higher proportions of inhibition for both two and
three-tone EM disturbances. Most of the synergistic inter-
actions result from the output frequencies being locked to
one of the injected multitone EM disturbances, particularly
for the CSVCO. With the rise in the number of tones, the
effect of inter-modulation resulted in the increase of the pro-
portion of inhibition for the CSVCO, and of asynergy for
the RO. Asynergistic points were mostly observed for the
RO over the entire tested frequency spectrum. Moreover,
most of the positive causality interactions for both oscil-
lators was observed for multitone combinations with fre-
quencies in range 100 MHz to 600 MHz, which is due to
the combined effect of the package, the input pad capaci-
tance, and the FD circuit filtering out the higher multitone
frequencies.

Another environmental factor, i.e. temperature variation,
indicated a deviation in the output frequency of both oscil-
lators, with the CSVCO being more robust compared to the
RO. However, the results were completely reversed when the
effects of multi-tone EMI and temperature were combined.
The CSVCO was substantially more susceptible to multi-
tone EMI than the RO at extreme temperatures (−40 ◦C and
120 ◦C).While taking into account temperature, the probabil-
ity of EM failure was found to be the lowest for the the inhibi-
tion type interactions. The variation in temperature impacted
in the transition of synergistic frequency combinations to
greater than 600 MHz for both oscillators, especially at the
minimum temperature. That verified that temperature had a
significant influence on the package, the I/O pad capacitance
and the FD circuit of the IC.

As demonstrated in this paper for a simple example, the
application of a BN model to include the uncertainties asso-
ciated to the occurrence of the EM disturbances and other
environmental factor(s) such as the temperature, can facilitate
an expert to determine the risk of IC or component failure due
to EMI in the system environment.

In addition, noisy-OR, ARNOR, and I-ARNOR (intro-
duced in [10]) CPD functions were applied to the consid-
ered temperatures to predict the probability of failure due to
three-tone EM disturbances for the CSVCO and RO. By com-
paring the obtained measurement results, it was verified that
I-ARNOR was the most accurate at most occasions with
a minimal mean prediction error and standard deviation.
The use of such deterministic functions will complement
and enhance the current EMC standards that includes mul-
titone immunity testing solely aimed at reducing the dwell
time, by enabling the prediction of multitone causal inter-
action types and the estimation of the IC immunity levels
for untested combinations of multitone disturbances. This
paper emphasizes that by combining probabilistic models
and measurement techniques, multitone EM testing can be
involved in the conventional DPI, to more precisely char-
acterize the conducted immunity of a circuit at the IC
level.
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